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Windows(R) PowerShell UnleashedSams Publishing, 2007
PowerShell is one of the most exciting new products to come out  of Microsoft in a long time. It is both a new scripting language and a  command-line shell. People who have seen the demos have been extremely  impressed by the power it brings to admins to automate and customize  their regular tasks. PowerShell will be used as the basis for all...
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Oracle DBA on UNIX and Linux (Kaleidoscope)Sams Publishing, 2001
Oracle DBA on Unix and Linux provides all the information needed to install, support, tune, and upgrade Oracle databases on the UNIX and Linux platforms. Maintain a robust, mission-critical Oracle8i database. This book provides administrative solutions for the day-to-day DBA. You'll learn how to install the database for maximum efficiency,...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2010

	This is the industry’s most comprehensive and useful guide to SQL Server 2008 and 2008 R2. It presents start-to-finish coverage of SQL Server’s core database server and management capabilities, plus complete introductions to Integration, Reporting, and Analysis Services, application development, and much...
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2003 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2003
The most extensive Exchange 2003 reference found on the market today from one of the world's leading Microsoft server experts, Rand Morimoto. Written from the ground up exclusively for Exchange 2003-not a revision of an Exchange 2000 book. Based on the author's experience implementing Exchange 2003 in heavy-use corporate environments since Beta...
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SAP Implementation Unleashed: A Business and Technical Roadmap to Deploying SAPSams Publishing, 2009

	SAP can help you capture better information and deliver it more quickly, allowing you to make better decisions and maximize the business value of everything you do. However, SAP implementations require massive effort, total buy-in, and significant change throughout the organization. In SAP Implementation Unleashed,...
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Retro Game Programming: Unleashed for the Masses (Premier Press Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2005

	Twenty-one years ago, I read a book that changed my life. Today I hope to write a book
	that will change yours. This is not a self-help book or some form of new philosophy. This
	book is the gateway to the inner sanctums of game programming, past and present. Bold
	words, I know, but I believe in this book with my whole heart. To someone...
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Sams Teach Yourself Mac OS X Leopard All in OneSams Publishing, 2007
You’ve got a Mac. You’ve got Leopard. And you’ve got iLife, Safari, Mail, iChat…and all the rest.
 

Now all you need to do is figure out how to get them to work together--so that you can stop thinking about your computer and start thinking about getting things done,...
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Microsoft Windows Vista UnleashedSams Publishing, 2006
Microsoft® Windows® Vista™ Unleashed is a book for people, like you, who don’t consider themselves to be “average users.” It’s a book for anyone who finds that doing things the official way is slower, less efficient, and less powerful because Windows Vista was designed from the ground up to avoid confusing...
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Xcode 3 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2008
Apple’s new Xcode 3 is the most powerful Mac development suite ever created. In Xcode 3 Unleashed, renowned Mac developer Fritz Anderson has written the definitive guide to making the most of Xcode 3 to build any Macintosh or iPhone application.
 

Anderson leads you through a...
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Ubuntu Unleashed 2010 Edition: Covering 9.10 and 10.4 (5th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2009
Ubuntu Unleashed 2010 Edition presents comprehensive coverage of thepopular Ubuntu Linux distribution. Windows users, Mac users, and Linux enthusiasts have been increasingly turning to Ubuntu for a user-friendly, easy-to-use Linux distribution.




This book...
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ASP.NET 2.0 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2006
ASP.NET 2.0 Unleashed is a revision of the best-selling ASP.NET Unleashed, by Microsoft Software Legend Stephen Walther. It covers virtually all features of ASP.NET 2.0 including more than 50 new...
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Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2008
Microsoft® Visual Studio 2008 Unleashed is an end-to-end, deep dive into the Visual Studio development environment. It’s meant to provide you guidance on how you can squeeze the ultimate productivity out of the many features built into the .NET development tools. Understanding how to use your tools will make you a better...
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